Bernard Tschumi (1996) ' Is permanence over-rated in the field of architecture? Given the materialist tendencies of our contemporary society, we are often led to believe that architecture is primarily defined by the permanent presence of structures rather than the events or rituals that may take place within them. Conversely, now that some buildings come with an expiry date and the quality of architectural detailing barely lasts as long as the builder's liability period, it seems that the very notion of ephemerality within architecture has been identified with a byproduct of developer mentality and bloated consumerism. Until the end of the nineteenth century however, ephemeral constructions were not only considered to be within the province of the architect; they played an important role in civic life, animating cities through different forms of ritual during punctual or recurring events. Moreover, such temporary events were deemed essential to a city or kingdom's social and political stability, relying on the power of the image, or the representational meaning of the compositions, to establish order and convey social unity and structure.
Since the beginning of modernity however, the representational devices that might constitute such events have often been condemned as simple artifices contributing to an already over-saturated culture of the image. This notion has remained in cultural currency since artist and theorist Guy Debord diagnosed contemporary society as suffering from the acute dependence on the image such that any concept, any object and even our experiences had to be requisitely mediated through their representation to conform to society's consumerist logic. The status of the image within architectural practice has been increasingly reduced to an objectified tool of basic representahon, less and less apt at creating authentic phenomenological experience. This article proposes a critical historical tracing of the changing relationships between city, experience and spectacle (as representational image), and a look to contemporary artistic practices, to suggest that rather than working against our well-instated fascination with images, we might begin to actively deploy it towards the reconstitution of In his Tratiato sopra la stnitfurn lic'tcatri e scene (1676), the first "modern" treatise on theatre architecture, Fabrizio Carini Motta presciently advised placing the partitions between boxes along the axes of sight-lines instead of at right-angles to the balustrade, as a means of providing optimal views to the stage. However, such apt design insight was rather ignored in favor of greater social concerns. In fact, in many theatres the most coveted seats had poor views of the stage, but good views of the auditorium itself. While perhaps counter-intuitive, such designs and preferences reflected a collective understanding of the audience as equal a part of the spectacle as the action on stage. As further evidence of this understanding. Baroque theatres in most European countries were designed to provide the sovereign with an ideal view to the perspective illusion on stage, but spectators were mostly awkwardly oriented toward the stage, and favored seats with the best view to the Royal box. As even more explicit evidence, the French fashion of the time called for important spectators to be seated directly on the stage, as if to display them along with the dramatic acHon. This clear preference for social interaction within the auditorium over theatrical experience proper reflected the importance of theatres as sites of public display, and in turn suggests correlations between the contemporaneous trend towards the use of public sites as stages for civic displays. The seating arrangement on stage and in the auditorium was irrational according to visibility and acoustics but reflected a social hierarchy of order and interaction that no architect dared challenge before the last decades of the eighteenth century.'* While some important transformations were occurring within the social spaces of the city and the theatre, the spatial ordering of stage design was equally marked by radical Whether it be through the individual completion of the story, or the collective defining of urban culture, the spectacle has the potential to subvert our tendency toward passive consumption through its latent dimension of active participation. This potential lies specifically in the fact that the spectacle, as image, allows us to distance ourselves from our everyday life and as in Servandoni's civic events, allows the city to be cast in a different light. Ephemeral events emerging from contemporary artistic practices, are effective in precisely these ways, and suggest the manners by which such effects are possible within the complexity of contemporary society, cvilture and cities.
To cite but one example. Champ Libre, a nomadic electronic arts' organization proposes ;/; situ installations towards a reconfiguration of our experience of the city by questioning the limit between the virtual and the real and forcing us to inhabit liminal spaces through social and ethical concerns.
In the context of its last Biennale event entitled Desert, new media artist Isabelle Hayeur, in her work Issue
